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■I 
Friday Bowling Green State University March 12, 1982 
State needs to solve money woes 
COLUMBUS (AP) - The state government will run out of 
money to pay its bills this summer unless action is taken 
to solve a mounting cash-flow problem, the Senate Ways 
and Means Committee was told yesterday. 
Committee Chairman Richard Finan said budget ana- 
lysts had forecast the till would run dry between July 15 
and Labor Day. 
"I've been told very clearly that by August, the state of 
Ohio won't be able to pay its bills." said Finan (R- 
Cincinnati). "This is not a problem that's going to wait 
until the election (for a solution)." 
Finan's tax-writing committee is considering a series 
of GOP-sponsored buls to offset a budget deficit that is 
projected to total (1 billion by June 30,1983. 
TWO REPUBLICAN House members said yesterday 
they would introduce their own plan for solving the 
budget crunch. It would give legislators a choice of 
erasing the red ink solely through spending cuts or 
through a combination of cuts and an increase in the 
personal income tax. 
Matthew Filipic, deputy director of the office of budget 
and management, said Finan's forecast is a possibility. 
"There is going to come a time if we don't raise taxes 
... or make the complete cuts ... that we simply will run 
out of cash," Filipic said. 
He said the Rhodes administration plan for dealing 
with the deficit by enacting a temporary sales tax 
increase and imposing more spending cuts would mini- 
mize, but not solve, the cash flow problem. 
Reps. Waldo Bennett Rose (R-Lima) and Robert 
Corbin (R-Dayton) are introducing their own proposals 
for solving the budget crunch. 
ONE OF THEIR bills would deal with it only through 
spending cuts that carried a cumulative effective rate of 
32.2 percent. 
Marathon Oil, U.S. Steel merge 
FINDLAY, Ohio (AP) - Stockholders of Marathon Oil 
Co. voted yesterday to approve a $6.2 billion merger with 
U.S. Steel Corp., the second-largest corporate takeover 
in history. 
More than two-thirds of the common stock voted at a 
special stockholders meeting was cast in favor of the 
merger, officials of an independent accounting firm 
which tallied the votes told Marathon President Harold 
Hoopman, who then adjourned the stockholders meeting. 
Michael Russo, Marathon vice president for public 
relations, said the counting was delayed for several 
hours by the large number of ballots. 
Russo said more than 330 stockholders attended the 
session at the Findlay headquarters of the nation's nth- 
largest oil company. 
The size of the merger is topped only by the $7.8 billion 
acquisition of Conoco Inc. by DuPont Inc. last year. 
During a stormy shareholders meeting early in the 
day, Hoopman vigorously defended the merger, saying 
U.S. Steel made the best offer to fend off a Mobil Corp. 
takeover bid. 
Mobil's October offer, which totaled about $5.1 billion, 
had been termed "grossly inadequate" by Marathon's 
board of directors. Mobil later raised its bid after U.S. 
Steel became interested. 
Hoopman said after the vote that although Marathon 
becomes a part of U.S. Steel today, there are no immedi- 
ate plans for changes in the company, its operations or a 
$1.3 billion capital expansion program. 
continued on page 5 
photo by Tim Appal 
Arthur Millar, Harvard law professor and host ol the Boston television show, Milltt's Court, examines the 
controversy over capital punishment with eight University students, randomly chosen as jurors, In a 
presentation sponsored by the University Activities Organization at tha Grand Ballroom Wednesday night. 
Task Force expects good results in conservation plan 
by David Sigworth 
News staff reporter 
The University's Energy Task 
Force is looking for a bacfctacback 
success from its Brown Out Monday, 
following the positive results from, a 
dorm conservation project completed 
Wednesday. 
The latter, conducted in Founders Quadrangle, came up slightly short of 
its goal of a 10 percent electrical 
reduction in 30 days, James Sharp, 
director of space and conference ar- 
rangements and Task Force member, 
saidyesterday. 
But the residents will get the re- 
ward - an ice cream social- anyway, 
he said, because "if they would keep 
going, they would get the 10 percent.' 
The Task Force is "extremely 
pleased" with the results, he said, and 
wants to encourage them to con- 
serve; make them feel they've earned 
the ice cream social." 
THE MONEY saved from Found- 
ers' conservation efforts would not be 
significant, he said. But, he added, "if 
you extrapolate that to fit the whole 
campus, it becomes significant." 
Sharp said a "graphic presenta- 
tion" on the project will be made to 
the Task Force. 
"We're testing the waters and find- 
ing them warm/' he said. 
The Founders project and Mon- 
day's Brown Out "are setting the 
stage for some things we have in mind 
for spring quarter," Sharp said. He 
would not expand on the ideas. 
The Brown Out, in which students, 
faculty and staff will be asked to turn 
off electrical appliances from 10 a.m. 
to 2 p.m., is "more of an illustration," 
Audrey Veroski, program coordina- 
tor, said. 
THE PROJECT will show individu- 
als where they can conserve and what 
could happen if conservation mea- 
sures were imposed, rather than vol- 
untary, she said. 
It will "show you what might be 
done if we don't all cut back," she 
said. 
"Everybody has been contacted 
about the project," Veroski said, cit- 
ing support from food services as an 
example of pledged cooperation. Food 
services will serve nothing but cold 
lunches (except foods steam-heated) 
Monday, she said. 
Directors of other University serv- 
ices and departments also have of- 
fered their support "where they can," 
she said. 
Veroski said Monday was the day 
chosen for the project for two rea- 
sons: 1) to provide time to organize 
the project, and 2) conducting the 
project during finals week may make 
students more conscious of the pro- 
ject and will give them an idea to 
"walk «a way with at the end of the 
quarter." 
She said announcements concern- 
ing the Brown Out will be made in the 
dormitories this weekend, explaining 
"the kinds of things that will be help- 
ful at that time." 
The results of the two projects, she 
said, will allow students to know the 
kinds of things we can do." 
Cheap shot: 
Participants discuss violence in hockey 
photo by Al Fuchs 
by Tracy Collins 
managing editor 
Nearly every type of competitive 
athletics has its own kind of violence - 
from the subtle and often unintentio- 
nal violence of beaning an opponent in 
racquetball to the blatant violence of 
professional boxing. 
Violence is an accepted part of 
competitive athletics, but when that 
violence becomes intentional and po- 
tentially harmful, rarely is it con- 
doned in any sport. Except, it seems, 
in hockey, where even NHL commis- 
sioner John Zeigler has said fighting 
is a necessary part of the game. 
In its true form, hockey is a grace- 
ful game which doesn't need unneces- 
sary violence to be exciting, fans and 
participants agree. Yet the game is 
tilled at all levels with those com- 
monly referred to as "cement heads" 
or "goons." They are usually men of 
little hockey talent; instead, their 
roles are as pugilists. 
THERE HAVE been many 
movements to rid the game of these 
players, yet they are very prominent 
at the professional and junior levels. 
The imposition of an automatic dis- 
qualification, as well as the addition 
of facemasks to the list of required 
gear, has eliminated much of the 
violence of collegiate hockey. 
Many hockey players at the Univer- 
sity say cheap shots have decreased 
in number, but at the same time, they 
would like to see a five-minute pen- 
alty rule for fighting, as in the NHL, 
rather than game disqualification. 
"I'd like to see the five-minute 
fighting rule in effect - where you 
would get five minutes for the first 
fight, men thrown out after that," 
Goaltender Mike David said. "I al- 
ways played with a fighting rule in juniors. In fact, I got in a few scraps 
myself." 
"THE FACE mask has increased 
cheap shots a little bit," Forward 
George McPhee said. "The referee 
can't tell as much when you are given 
a cheap shot because he can't see 
your face." 
Assistant Coach Bill Wilkinson said 
most hockey violence is clean and 
part of the game - such as a solid 
check into the boards and stick checks 
around the waist. But still there is the 
existence of unnecessary violence, 
which he said he cannot tolerate. 
"The use of a stick to anywhere 
beyond the middle of the body can't be 
accepted," Wilkinson said. "If you're 
in the professionals, they kind of 
adhere to the attitude that the excite- 
ment and drama of the fighting 
makes it more interesting to the 
crowd. In college hockey, I don't think 
there is a need for that. It's usually 
more in retaliation than anything 
else. If the referees call the game 
closely and don't let any of the cheap 
shots get started, then most of the 
violence won't occur. If they don't call 
it, that's when the retaliation starts. 
"ANYTIME YOU get one team that 
is obviously better skilled than an- 
other, like we were against Northern 
(Michigan, last weekend), then you 
will see more cheap shots out of 
frustration coming from the lesser 
team. It became obvious pretty early 
that we were going to beat them in the 
series, and it was difficult for North- 
ern to handle that, especially after the 
good teams they've had in the past." 
That was best documented by the 
total chaos that resulted in the second 
period of last Sunday's contest. 
NMU's Eric Ponath was whistled off 
for interference at the 16:36 mark, 
and it was all the referees could do to 
keep the Wildcats from turning the 
game into a riot. Morey Gare was 
called for roughing and unsportsman- 
like conduct at the 18:59 mark, and 
Ponath   took   the   ensuing   faceoff. 
turned toward his own zone and fired 
a slapshot at the referee. Ponath was 
given a game misconduct penalty, 
and NMU Captain Bill Schafhauser 
was given an unsportsmanlike con- 
duct penalty after entering the refer- 
ee's circle to argue the call. All this 
time, Gare was standing on the bench 
in the penalty box yelling at the offi- 
cials, so he too was ejected. 
"THAT'S A total loss of self-con- 
trol," Wilkinson said. 
Forward Andre Latreille said if 
checking is done cleanly, there would 
be little unnecessary violence in 
hockey. 
''Going into the corners, you just 
want to take the guy off the puck," 
Latreille said. "You don't have to put 
him through the boards, just cut him 
off and take away the puck. Some- 
times if the guy raises his stick when 
you're going in, you'll raise yours, 
too, to protect yourself, and that's 
how some things get started. With 
some guys, you know if you go into the 
corner with them you re to get an 
elbow or a stick, so you go into the 
corner prepared for that." 
Defenseman Mike Pikul, who 
stands at just 5 feet 8 inches, said he 
must be prepared to take intimidation 
from many opponents who test him 
because of his height. 
"YOU CAN'T back down or they'll 
take advantage of you," Pikul said. 
"They'll test you at first, to see how 
much they can get away with. If you 
back down, they 11 run right over you. 
So I don't back down." 
Which means Pikul must be ready 
to retaliate if the referees fail to call 
the initial penalty. 
In order to protect certain valuable 
players, many teams have their goons 
or enforcers. The difference between 
the two is that an enforcer is often the 
toughest guy on the team, but he is 
continued on paga 4 
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Opinion 
Political group needs 
financial assistance 
The University now has its own student government 
with its own real name - the Undergraduate Student 
Government - and now we get to sit back and see how it 
spends its budget on things we pretend we are interested 
in. 
At the same time, a student group which represents the 
University in a much more prestigious field is left out in 
the cold to fend for itself.. 
That group is the University's representatives to the 
Model United Nations, which will meet next month in New 
York City. There the group will meet and compete with 
such schools as Harvard, Princeton, Michigan, York (of 
Toronto) and Notre Dame. 
In order to get to this competition, the students involved 
have to pay their own expenses - which isn't too easy when 
those expenses involve staying in New York City for four 
days. 
While the group is morally supported by the Political 
Science department, it is not actually a function of that 
department; thus, it cannot look there for support. 
The most logical place for the MUN to get its funding 
would be from the USG, but there hasn't been any support 
coming from that group, nor its predecessor, the Student 
Government Association. 
The MUN is led by Dr. Benjamin Muego, a prominent 
expert in International Affairs. While at Illinois State 
University, Muego was able to formerly organize the 
MUN program, and it won the Mark of Excellence award 
in the MUN competition. The key to winning such an 
award was not better students, Muego said, but the fact 
that Illinois State's MUN program was supported finan- 
cially by their student government. 
We feel the USG should earmark some of its funds for 
the MUN program, especially since the national meeting 
is held only every other year. The program has gotten 
tremendous response from students, and not just those in 
political science; so, as a group intended to serve the 
student body, we feel it is only right that the USG to give a 
fraction of its budget to a group which will reflect, on a 
national level, the quality of students and education at the 
University. 
Cars don't always make life easier 
Having a car; it can make life at 
most colleges a lot easier. But if you 
attend this University, having a car 
can be a gigantic headache. 
First, of course, there is the initial 
outlay of $15 for a parking permit. 
You might be naive enough to think 
that this guarantees you a place to 
park. Don't let this fool you. No one 
yet has figured out what this fee is for. 
A two-by-five inch piece of plastic is 
hardly worth $15. 
After experiencing this kind of 
sticker shock, a little detective work 
is in order. If vou live on campus, you 
?robably won t be driving on campus, 
ou iust park in the on-campus stu- 
dent lots that are located halfway to 
Toledo and forget it. But if you are a 
commuter, the fun begins. Finding 
the commuter lots is a ticklish prob- 
lem, mostly because there are so few 
Focus 
by Carolyn Thomson 
Copy Editor 
of them. Everywhere you turn you see 
the admonition-''Faculty/Staff Lot", 
"Visitors-No Student Parking." Once 
you have located one of the elusive 
commuter lots, a myriad of problems 
present themselves. 
Why is it that, even though it's the 
students who pay for the privilege of 
attending this fine institution of 
higher learning, it is always their lots 
that are the last to be cleared of 
snow? And if you are tempted to park 
in a nice, clean faculty lot, God forbid, 
be prepared to nay for it. Those little 
scooters with the Parking Services 
people in them can sniff out a stu- 
dent's car in a faculty lot a mile away. 
Okay, so you've found a semi-clear 
parking lot. The next trick is to find a 
spot among all the considerate people 
who take up two, and sometimes 
three, spaces, fearing the safety of 
their precious 1960 Rambler. If you do 
the same, however, a parking scooter 
will appear out of nowhere to present 
you with a dreaded ticket. 
The major problem is, though, the 
sheer shortage of space, since there 
are so few lots for commuters. You 
have to leave for class an hour ahead 
of time just to give yourself time to 
■RMI 
r. mWUXESL 
COULD TOO 
LOOSEN UP 
AUTTLEP 
University fails to helpwomen fight rape, harassment 
Last month, in response to the Phi 
Delt reinstatement, Women for 
Women decided to present a program 
on rape. As we were planning this 
program we began sharing our per- 
sonal experiences. It wasn t long be- 
fore we realized that every woman 
had a story. Not a rumor, but a true 
story of something that had happened 
to her or to a close friend. At first the 
stories of rape, molestation, harras- 
sment, and intimidation depressed 
and frightened us, but by sharing 
them, we also began to feel our collec- 
tive strength. It became apparent 
that the crime of rape against one 
woman is a crime against all women. 
For too long our silences have pro- 
tected the rapist and the institutions 
in our culture which condone violence 
against women. The women who 
shared their stories at the first pro- 
gram helped us all to realize that. 
Because the response to the Feb- 
ruary 10 program was so overwhelm- 
ing and because of our continuing 
concern over the reinstatement of the 
Phi Delta, we decided to repeat the 
performance of "Rape: Every 
Woman Has a Story." We wanted to 
give women who had missed the first 
performance a chance to share our 
experience. We also decided to take 
this opportunity to invite some of the 
administrators, faculty and staff who 
are in a position to directly influence 
attitudes on this campus. We hoped to 
sensitize them to the impact of vio- 
lence and the threat of violence on the 
lives of women. 
On March 3, almost one hundred 
women and a few supportive men took 
Focus 
Judith Treeaberg    FrBnco p.rry 
Margaret Weinberger 
tor Ihe Steering Committee and  Talk 
Force Against violence Agalnat Women 
Women tor Women  
the time to listen and learn about the 
Sin of women living in a rape cul- ■e. We were disappointed, though 
not surprised, that except for a few 
resident advisors and a student intern 
from Standards and Procedures, none 
of the administrators we had con- 
tacted saw fit to attend. 
After last spring's alleged gang 
rape at the Phi Delta Theta fraternity 
house, we were repeatedly assured of 
the University's concern for the 
safety and well-being of women. How- 
ever, in spite of these statements, the 
following has occurred: 
The Human Relations Commission 
declined to support the Take Back the 
Night March because they felt rape 
was too political an issue. 
Student Health Services sent a rape 
victim home and told her to come 
back tomorrow. 
Standards and Procedures has 
gained a reputation for discouraging 
women from pressing charges in 
cases of rape and assault. 
Several weeks ago in response to a 
letter from Women for Women and 
signed by a number of individuals 
protesting the sudden reinstatement 
of Phi Delta Theta, we received a 
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copy of a memo from Dr. Michael 
Ferrari, Interim President to Reva 
Anderson, Chair of the Human Rela- 
tions Commission suggesting that "it 
might be appropriate for the Human 
Relations Commission to discuss this 
matter..." To our knowledge, no ac- 
tion has been taken. Certainly no 
women's organization on this campus 
has been contacted. 
This week the Greek Life staff, 
chapter officers, and alumni advisors 
to Phi Delta Theta will meet with the 
Dean of Students to evaluate the chap- 
ter's progress as part of the reinstate- 
ment procedure. The time and place 
of the closed meeting is not being 
made public in order to keep the 
proceedings "objective." 
Over and over again we learn that 
there is little concern for our safety. 
We realize that we must protect our- 
selves and that we must join together 
to create a safe place for all women. 
During Spring Quarter, Women for 
Women will be calling for a day of 
discussion and workshops focused on 
issues of violence against women and 
how they affect the lives of women on 
this campus. In the words of Adrienne 
Rich, "Women and men do not re- 
ceive an equal education because 
outside the classroom women are 
perceived not as sovereign beings but 
as prey. The growing incidence of 
rape on and off the campus may or 
may not be fed by the proliferations of 
pornographic magazines and X-rated 
films available to young males in 
fraternities and student unions; but it 
is certainly occurring in a contest of 
widespread images of sexual violence 
against women, on billboards and so- 
called high art. More subtle, more 
daily than rape is the verbal abuse 
experienced by the woman student on 
many campuses...where, traversing a 
street lined with fraternity houses, 
she must run a gauntlet of male 
commentary and verbal abuse. The 
undermining of self, of a woman's 
sense of her right to occupy space and 
walk freely in the world, is deeply 
relevent to education. The capacity to 
think independently, to take intellec- 
Respond 
If you would like to comment on 
something in The BG News or 
anything of interest to the campus 
community, write to The News. 
Address your comments to: 
Editor 
The BG News 
106 University Hall 
tual risks, to assert ourselves men- 
tally, is inseparable from our physical 
way of being in the world, our feelings 
of personal integrity. If it is danger- 
ous for me to walk home late after an 
evening from the library, because I 
am a woman and can be raped, how 
Letters, 
self-possessed, how exhuberant can I 
feel as I sit working in that library? 
How much of my working energy is 
drained by the subliminal knowledge 
that, as a woman , I test my physical 
right to exist each time I go out 
alone?" 
cruise the entire campus, looking for 
a lot with any empty spaces. And, 
businesses close to campus are noto- 
riously nasty (maybe rightfully so) 
about students using their lots. I once 
made the mistake of parking in a lot 
reserved for patrons of a certain shop. 
I figured at 8:30 in the morning I 
wouldn't displace too many custom- 
ers. I was innocently walking down 
Ridge Street when a lady lunged out 
of the store and pounced on me, 
informing me she was calling the cops 
if my car wasn't moved in live min- 
utes. So much for the nice people 
whose livelihoods depend upon Uni- 
versity students. 
I missed class that day. After mov- 
ing my car, I went to every commuter 
lot I could think of, and I found no 
empty spaces, even at 8:30 a.m. I 
even tried the faculty lots, and found 
the same situation. 
What, then, is a poor student to do? 
You thought having a car would be a 
fantastic convenience, but it's turned 
out to be almost more trouble than it's 
worth. You feel you are filling in the 
gaps left by the budget cuts with all 
the tickets you've paid. You got a 
cheaper apartment way off campus 
because you had a car to drive td class 
in. Is there any solution? 
Well, you could make the supreme 
sacrifice and walk to class, even 
though you brought the car with you 
so you wouldn't have to. Fall and 
spring quarters this isn't so bad. But 
winter-that's a different story. Espe- 
cially when, like me, your soul was 
really born in South Carolina, even 
though your body has been displaced 
in Bowling Green. Plus, there's the 
inconvenience of having to get up 
extra early to make the long walk. 
Another one of my less admirable 
traits-liking to sleep until the last 
possible minute-rebels against this. 
You could just decide to camp out 
on campus and visit your car, apart- 
ment and roommate on the weekends. 
Or you could give up all of the above 
and move back on campus and not 
worry about it. But none of these solve 
the basic problem of what to do if you 
have a car. 
I don't know if there is a real 
solution. I'm not trained in making 
these executive decisions. But, some- 
how, it doesn't seem right that a car 
becomes a liability, or that there is 
such a shortage of parking for those 
who pay to be here. I don't know what 
the solution is, but I hope someone 
finds one before I become the major 
stockholder in Campus Parking Serv- 
ices. 
Trapping story won't 
alter public opinion 
On October 8, 1981 the BG News 
featured a Focus article "Fur Coats: 
Beauty ir Torture" by Mr. Greg 
Gorney. The article was an impas- 
sioned expose of the horrors of trap- 
ping. Unfortunately for Mr. Gomey, 
this quarter I happened to have read 
the book "Man Kind?" by Cleveland 
Amory. As I read the chapter on 
trapping ("Real People Wear Fake 
Furs"), I realized that parts of Mr. 
Gorney's article were taken verba- 
tim, from this book. Specifically, the 
third paragraph on the history of fur 
coats and outerwear, the fourth par- 
agraph involving historical attitudes 
that have been projected by wearers 
of fur, and the ninth paragraph which 
describes the trapped anirnaTs suffer- 
ing. These same paragraphs can be 
found on pages 197 and 198 in Mr. 
Amory'sbook. 
Why am I writing this letter? Be- 
cause I happen to agree with Mr. 
Gomey, if only in principle. However, 
I am appalled at his methods, and I do 
not wish to be associated with him. 
Plagiarism and emotional attacks are 
no way to change public opinion. 
Although there is merit in feeling a 
strong devotion to a cause, the public 
will respond to fact, and plagiarism 
does nothing but dissuade people from 
even considering an argument's val- 
idity. 
Karen L. Scott 
1445 Clough #210B 
Threatening one's life 
endangers students 
Reckless reporting aside, I find 
Guttman's quotation of Don Judson as 
he prepared to treat his students to a 
round of Russian roulette ("Is this a 
game?") most illuminating. Appar- 
ently as far as the University is con- 
cerned, Judson's act was a game. 
Evidently the University does not 
consider that an instructor's threaten- 
ing his own life and endangering the 
lives of his students is a serious act. In 
fact, the University has rewarded 
Judson by not requiring him to teach 
for his stipend: instead he will do a 
few hours of office work a week and 
continue to receive his pay. While the 
motivations for Judson's act may 
have been childish and exhibitionis- 
tic, the act itself was a serious one, 
and the University should treat it as 
such. 
In Guttman's article Judson is 
quoted more than once as saying that 
by playing Russian roulette in front of 
his class he hoped to bring its mem- 
bers to a level of "intensity." The 
intensity he did subject his students to 
was not only a ridiculously dangerous 
one; it was artificial. There is enough 
"Intensity" in the world without any- 
one needing to manufacture it; to do 
so is not only insulting to those whom 
do not turn feeling on and off with 
cheap gimmicks, but also works 
against the "intensity" Judson says 
he was trying to provoke. Judson 
taught his students to look for passion 
in manufactured melodrama rather 
than in themselves. I would suggest 
that the intensity (the word becomes 
meaningless after so much misuse) 
Sylvia Plath, the poet that Judson's 
class was studying at the time of his 
antic, endured was not chosen by her; 
she didn't exhibit her manic depres- 
sion to give a class a writing exercise; 
her pain chose her. Judson's act 
cheapened his class' response to a 
writer's real pain, something alto- 
gether more private and difficult to 
convey than a fifteen minute exercise 
in an instructor's willingness to be 
irresponsible. 
Besides the horrible danger that 
Judson put himself and his class in, he 
has taught his students that at this 
University potentially fatal acts are 
considered as games, that the Univer- 
sity is too frightened of controversy to 
protect its students, and that a writ- 
er's genuine anguish can be under- 
stood through an artificial stunt. 
Truly the more difficult but subtler 
task is to question a student's insight, 
to argue his self-satisfaction, and to 
confront his avoidance of depth. If 
that doesn't work one doesn't take a 
Magnum to class and manufacture 
"Intense" experience. If a student 
has, for eighteen or more years, re- 
fected depth of insight, a manipula- 
te melodrama can only encourage 
him to continue to do so. 
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Organizations give feminist assurance, leadership 
Frances Perry is not a noisemaker, 
although, beginning to smile, she says 
that is tier goal. At 49, she looks like a 
feminist leader. Dressing in unpreten- 
tious, practical clothing, she is a tall 
solidly built woman with graying 
curly hair. Her voice is a surprising 
contrast to this appearance. It is soft- 
spoken and she has a quiet, unhurried 
manner. 
Yet Perry is always on the go. She is 
a political activist, a feminist, who 
believes being a feminist means "one 
has to actively be involved to work 
toward making women's lives bet- 
ter." 
Married to a University professor, 
Perry led a fairly typical lifestyle in 
the early part of her marriage, she 
said. She gave up graduate school 
when she became pregnant and went 
to work to help finance her husband's 
career goals. She had typing and 
shorthand skills due to her father's 
urgent advice. She said he told her in 
high school that "there was nothing 
else for women to do but to be a 
secretary, do office work or teach." 
BY THE TIME her second child 
was born, her husband had completed 
his Ph.D. She said, because of envi- 
ronmental pressure, she felt com- 
Selled to become a full-time 
omemaker, even though she did not 
feel entirely comfortable with this 
decision. 
She said by the end of the '60s, many 
women were experiencing discontent 
with their role as housewife and 
mother. 
In 1969, Perry said, she began at- 
tending meetings at the University of 
"People For People," a new group 
aimed at creating awareness of wom- 
en's position in our society. She also 
attended lectures whenever a femi- 
nist speaker came to the area. 
In 1971, the University offered a 
class in Women's Liberation in their 
Experimental College. Perry said she 
took the class and "loved it." Several 
consciousness-raising groups 
sprouted from this class. 
PERRY SAID she was a timid 
speaker at first but began to open up 
and talk in these groups. "Without 
talking you cannot be an effective 
organizer or activist," she said. 
("Feminist consiousness-raising, or 
C.R. groups, as they are frequently 
referred to, were developed to create 
awareness of sexism, and to help 
people, especially women, to person- 
ally identity with this societal oppres- 
sion. It is hoped that through this 
personalized awareness political ac- 
tion will follow," Perry explained.) 
"People For People"  eventually 
evolved into "Women For Women, 
the University's current feminist or- 
ganization. Perry served as its ad- 
viser from 1977 to 1981. During this 
time she also was continuing her work 
for a Ph.D. in sociology, which she 
had begun in 1975 (and now is nearing 
completion). 
The women's movement gave 
Perry a sense of dignity for her own 
personhood, and the opportunity to 
develop confidence in ner abilities, 
she said. She found support in the fact 
that she had a right to do more than be 
a full-time housekeeper, if that was 
her choice. Most of all she found 
support in the voices of many other 
women, who confirmed her belief that 
she had iust as much a right to fulfill 
her own human potential, as her hus- 
band did. 
"IT IS hard to live a feminist life in 
a sexist society." Perry said. For her, 
it is not enough to be called a feminist 
by being sympathetic to the ideals. 
' 'One has to feel them and Incorporate 
them into one's life as best they can," 
she said. Her personal interpretation 
of feminism also includes active in- 
volvement to create social change, 
she explained. Some of the ways she 
sees this can be accomplished are 
becoming a part of a feminist group, 
such as '"Women For Women," teach- 
ing classes from a feminist perspec- 
tive, talking about women's issues, 
running for political office, working to 
incorporate feminism into your per- 
sonal lifestyle and working to share 
daily responsibilities, such as house- 
work. 
Regarding the last direction, Perry 
warned, "Don't think anyone can 
completely do this the way things are 
right now." Without social support 
systems like daycare, flex time, 
maternal and paternal leave, good 
communication between women and 
men, respect for each other's full 
humanity and equal opportunities for 
equal work with equal pay, these 
goals will not be available just for the 
asking, she said. 
PERRY MAY NOT have the loudest 
voice, but she has found that she does 
have a voice now exercises it regu- 
larly by making her convictions 
known. The women's movement can 
be credited for a large part of this 
accomplishment, she said. 
Although Perry said she still is 
working toward her goal of becoming 
a "noisemaker," there are women 
who find her an inspiration now. To 
them, she represents an "every 
woman," depicting how every woman 
has something to offer in the effort to 
obtain respect for women, in a world 
still dominated and managed by men. 
Ohio law would require handgun ownership cards 
News reporter 
People may not kill, but people with 
handguns do. 
According to a report compiled by 
Handgun Control, Inc. 48 people were 
killed by handguns in Japan. 8 in 
Great Britain, 34 in Switzerland, 52 in 
Canada, 58 in Israel, 21 in Sweden, 42 
in West Germany, and 10,728 in the 
United States in 1979. 
A group of state representatives are 
sponsoring a bill in the Ohio General 
Assembly which is designed to create 
«■ M 
an "effective control of handguns." 
The representatives, Fisher, Cross- 
land, Galbraith, Petro, McLin and 
Boyle, introduced House Bill 651 to the 
Ohio General Assembly last July. The 
bill calls for licensing of all handgun 
dealers, registration of all handguns, 
restrictions on purchases and other 
6revisions which are not a part of 
bio law. 
Present Ohio law imposes restric- 
tions on the purchase, sale and pos- 
session of handguns. This law 
"proscribes the reckless transfer of 
firearms, including handguns, to per- 
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( 
sons who are under a disability or 
intoxicated." The law describes "dis- 
ability" as fugitives of justice, per- 
son's under indictment tor a felony, 
persons convicted of drug abuse or 
possession or mental incompetents. 
THE LAW also prohibits selling a 
handgun to anyone under 21, carrying 
concealed weapons and using weap- 
ons while intoxicated or in a motor 
vehicle. . 
The sponsors of H.B. 651 believed 
that the current Ohio law concer 
handguns was ineffective. So the 1 
was constructed to be more compre- 
hensive and provide stiffer penalties 
for handgun misuse. 
If the bill is passed, it would provide 
that "no person, other than a person 
licensed under the bill, could kno- 
wingly engage in the business of sell- 
ing handguns." The licensing process 
would be conducted by the Depart- 
ment of Commerce and the license 
would be valid for one year and could 
be revoked. 
The chief of police or marshal of 
each municipal corporation would be 
provided with a copy of each license 
issued in their jurisdiction. 
THE BILL also states, "per 
ossession of handguns and pi 
; sons in 
rospec- 
tive purchasers obtain handgun 
owner identification cards, issued by 
local law enforcement officials in 
conjunction with the Bureau of Crimi- 
nal Identification and Investigation." 
would contain a photograph of the 
applicant and would be renewable 
alter three years on the person's 
birthday. 
The owner identification card would 
be similar to a driver's license, except 
the applicant must be 21 years old and 
complete a form inquiring of the 
person's criminal record. Tne cards 
Local law enforcement officials 
would have registration records on all 
handguns in their jurisdiction, if the 
bill is passed. The registration would 
be completed when the handgun is 
sold and the buyer would have to wait 
10 days between the time "a person 
attempts to acquire a handgun and 
the time of the physical transfer of the 
weapon." 
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Senator Williams resigns, avoids Senate expulsion 
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
Harrison Williams Jr. re- 
signed yesterday after 23 
years in the Senate, vow- 
ins that "history and Al- 
mighty God will vindicate 
me" even as his colleagues 
were poised to cast him out 
in the first expulsion since 
the Civil War. 
"It is with sorrow that I 
leave good friends," the 
New Jersey Democrat said 
in a final address that once 
more asserted his  inno- 
cence in the Abscam brib- 
ery and conspiracy case 
for which a federal Jury 
convicted him last year. 
Williams, 62, was the 
only senator among seven 
members of Congress 
ensnared by the under- 
cover investigation. He 
was also the last to leave 
office. Rep. Michael Myers 
(D-Pa.) was ousted by the 
House; the others either 
resigned or were defeated 
for re-election. 
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Williams spoke for 23 
minutes, saying quietly at 
the end: "I announce my 
intention to resign. I know 
I broke no laws... I believe 
time, history and Almighty 
God will vindicate me. 
"I LEAVE in good spir- 
its, in good heart and with 
strong resolve," Williams 
told the packed chamber, 
vowing to pursue his fight 
for exoneration through 
the federal appeals courts. 
"I have fought the good 
fight," he said, quoting the 
Bible. "I have finished my 
course. I have kept the 
faith." 
Every member of the 
Senate looked on, every 
Sallery seat was filled, as 
filliams signed his letter 
of resignation, then had it 
carried to Vice President 
George Bush and read by 
the clerk of the Senate. 
"I hereby tender my res- 
ignation as a member of 
the United States Senate," 
it said. 
Williams called his or- 
deal a "two-year night- 
mare" and accused the 
FBI of "heinous conduct" 
in its investigation that re- 
sulted in his conviction and 
those of seven House mem- 
bers. 
"IT IS NOT only Pete 
Williams that stands ac- 
cused or indicted, it is all of 
us, the entire Senate," he 
told his hushed colleagues. 
Williams made it clear 
he recognized the hand- 
writing on the wall, that 
without his resignation the 
Senate would have passed 
the Ethics Committee's 
recommendation that he 
be banished for his "ethi- 
cally repugnant" conduct. 
"However you may view 
my conduct, it did not war- 
rant the severest degree of 
discipline," he said. Wil- 
liams added he retains 
"full confidence that my 
innocence will be proved 
and my integrity re- 
stored." 
Williams' decision was 
tipped when Sen. Daniel 
Inouye (D-Hawaii) his 
chief defender in five days 
of Senate debate, turned to 
Williams and said: "My 
good friend, I bid you fare- 
well and godspeed. To you 
and Jeanette, I wish you 
well." 
SENATE    MAJORITY 
Leader Howard Baker (R- 
Tenn.) said, "Pete, we 
wish you well." 
Williams' only real show 
of emotion came after he 
concluded his speech and 
sat at his desk for the last 
time. He rubbed tears 
from his eyes as Demo- 
cratic Leader Robert Byrd 
of West Virginia com- 
mended him for "the right 
decision" and strode over 
to shake his hand. 
Then, one Democrat af- 
ter another walked to his 
desk to share the farewell. 
Jeanette Williams watched 
from the gallery, seated 
next to the radio evangel- 
ist, the Rev. Carl Mclnure, 
who had long supported the 
senator's efforts to remain 
in office. 
Williams, a liberal stal- 
wart and former chairman 
of the Senate Labor and 
Human Resources Com- 
mittee, sent his letter of 
resignation to Vice Presi- 
dent George Bush, in his 
constitutional role as presi- 
dent of the Senate. 
BUSH NOW must notify 
the governor of New Jer- 
sey to make Williams' res- 
ignation formal. 
As the Senate was ready 
for its sixth day of debate 
over Williams, it was clear 
his only chance to remain 
in office - a scheduled vote 
on the lesser penalty of 
censure - was doomed. 
Some of Williams' staun- 
chest defenders had con- 
ceded that, and the senator 
himself was described as 
emotionally distraught. 
For six months, Wil- 
liams asked other sen- 
ators, many of them close 
friends, to believe that the 
FBI targeted him without 
cause to believe that he 
was corruptible, then 
twisted his actions to 
frame him. 
But his own words on 
videotapes made by the 
FBI's undercover team 
contradicted his insistence 
that Abscam "was a net 
that was so crudely wrap- 
ped around me" or that he 
was the victim of "a man- 
ufactured crime." 
In one of the final 
speeches of the debate, 
Sen. Howell Heflin of Ala- 
bama, the senior Demo- 
crat on the Senate Ethics 
Committee, said yesterday 
that the case against him 
was built mainly "on the 
uncoerced words from th» 
mouth of Harrison Wil- 
liams himself." 
ALMOST ALL of Wil- 
liams' 99 colleagues had 
watched the tapes of seven 
meetings in which the sen- 
ator met with undercover 
FBI agents, informants, 
and two political support- 
ers from New Jersey, who 
were also implicated 
Williams was convicted 
of accepting a hidden inter- 
est in a Virginia titanium 
mine in exchange for 
promises to obtain govern- 
ment contracts for the ven- 
ture - and to introduce a 
Eirivate immigration bill 
or an Arab sheik, who 
actually was an under- 
cover agent. 
After several months' in- 
vestigation, the six mem- 
bers of the ethics panel 
voted unanimously to rec- 
ommend that Williams be 
expelled for "ethically re- 
pugnant" behaviour. 
During the full Senate 
debate, there was a move 
by Sen. Alan Cranston of 
California, the Democratic 
Minority Whip, to lessen 
the penalty from expulsion 
to censure because alleged 
"abuses of power" by the 
FBI. 
But the effort attracted 
little support, and by 
Wednesday it was clear 
that there was the nec- 
essary two-thirds vote for 
expulsion. 
In retirement, Williams 
will receive a $45,000 pen- 
sion. He would have re- 
ceived the same benefits if 
he had been expelled. 
In its 193-year history, 
the Senate has expelled 
only 15 members, all for 
treason or disloyalty. The 
last was Jesse Bright of 
Indiana, ousted in 1862 for 
conspiring to sell guns to 
the Confederacy. 
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"By The Tracks' 
also a solid player. The 
goon is a boxer on skates. 
"Sometimes you have a 
goon who goes after a good 
player like Lafleur or 
Gretzky, and that's sicken- 
ing," Latreille said. "Most 
teams in the NHL have one 
or two goons. I don't mind 
them if the goons from one 
team   fight   against   the 
!;oons from another, as 
ong as they don't go after 
the good players." 
On the other hand, La- 
treille and most of the 
players questioned said an 
enforcer is an important to 
have. 
• "I THINK it's necessary 
in any sport you have,' 
Pikul said. "Most teams 
have one, and if you don't, 
tt increases the chances, 
t the other team will try 
to intimidate you." 
"It's important to have 
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someone there ready to 
step in and protect you," 
David said. ''You can't let 
guys come in and run your 
goaltender. If they keep 
poking, sooner or later ft 
will cost you a goal. It can 
also cause serious injury." 
Defenseman Brian Mae- 
Lellan, an all-CCHA per- 
former and possible ail- 
American, serves that role 
well for the Falcons, using 
his 6-3, 210-pound body to 
its full potential. 
"You need a guy like 
Mac, because he is there to 
keep the other guys off 
your back," Latreille said. 
As an enforcer, MacLel- 
lan must undergo verbal 
abuse from opposing fans, 
who refer to him as a goon 
because he is protecting 
his teammates with his 
imposing sire, while they 
don't take his talent into 
consideration. MacLellan 
also said he sees "enforc- 
ing" as a two-way process. 
"IF SOMEONE gave me 
a cheap shot, I would ex- 
pect my teammates to 
stick up for me," MacLel- 
lan said. "I don't go out 
and purposely try to get 
revenge on another player. 
If someone needs to be 
taken care of, it will be 
done cleanly with a body 
check. A lot of times I get 
called for penalties just 
because I put the guy on 
the ice, or because I am 
bigger than they are - es- 
pecially in opposing rinks. 
"If they know you are 
there, they kind of watch 
out for you and don't give 
as many cheap shots to 
your teammates. I dont 
really worry about what 
the fans say." 
MacLellan said being an 
enforcer does not have to 
be a way of life for some- 
one of his size. 
"I don't think it's nec- 
essary, but it's expected 
when you have good size," 
he said. "When you're big- 
ger than everyone else, 
that becomes part of your 
game - that's something 
you learn all the way up. 
"I   can't   agree   when 
Elayers use high sticks, 
ite hitting and other 
cheap shots. When they try 
to get away with it, that's 
when you have to retal- 
iate." 
So, while violence seems 
to be a part of hockey 
which is even welcomed by 
players, those players feel 
that the elimination '**" 
cheap shots, a job which 
falls mainly with the refer- 
ees, is necessary if exces- 
sive use of force in 
retaliation is to be elimi- 
nated. 
WHEN THE referees are 
gven full power (and the 
aining to know when to 
use it) and the penalties 
are designed to properly fit 
the infraction, then much 
of the retaliatory violence 
will be eliminated, the 
players agreed. There cur- 
rently is legislation pen- 
ding m Congress which will 
make unnecessary use of 
violence in hockey, as well 
as any sport, a criminal 
act. Until then, most agree 
that retaliation and the 
world of goons and en- 
forcers will remain all too 
prevalent.  
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Ladies recall days as women pioneers in their fields 
by Linda Pern 
Newt staff reporter 
She rambles matter-of- 
factiy on the pumpkin 
bread and cookies she has 
baked for a bake sale, 
while a pot of water brews 
on a gas stove's back- 
burner Tor the midday cof- 
fee. Delicate watercolors 
Cted by a great uncle 
the living room walls, 
epitomizing the old-fash- 
ioned niceties of Beryl Par- 
riah's home. Laced doilies 
and slipcovers over furni- 
ture; even the demure pink 
walls strike a chord bar- 
kening to one's own dim 
past, shrouded in the mem- 
ories of favorite grand- 
mothers and grandfathers. 
But ParrishT 70, a Bowl- 
ing Green resident for 
more than half her life, 
never was anyone's grand- 
mother. 
"I guess I might as well 
say that I was too inter- 
ested in my career at the 
time to even get married," 
she admits drily. "Re- 
cently I thought! would get 
involved with someone; 
but you know, it's hard to 
find someone with the 
same interests as you." 
AN OBSERVER might 
be at first somewhat dis- 
armed by the gentle de- 
meanor of Parrish, her 
rose-tinted glasses and lav- 
Marathon 
"The recent slide of 
crude oil prices causes 
some uncertainty in future 
prospects" for income, he 
said, but added that Mar- 
athon expects to begin in 
June a new drilling opera- 
tion in the company's 
South Brae field in (he 
North Sea. 
He said he expects the 
new operation to be pro- 
ducing oil by the middle of 
next year. 
"Though Marathon be- 
comes a subsidiary of U.S. 
Steel, the assets, people 
and know-how are still the 
integrated company Mar- 
athon, and we nave no in- 
tention of changing that; 
reputation," Hoopman 
said. 
THE MARATHON presi- 
dent said he wanted to 
thank community leaders 
in Findlay for their support 
during the takeover proc- 
ess. 
Hoopman said he did not 
have an exact figure on the 
votes in favor of or against 
and abstentions from vot- 
ing on the merger. He said 
auditors had certified only 
that at least 66.6 percent of 
the shares voted in favor of 
the merger. 
He said the specific fig- 
ures would be released 
later. 
U.S. Steel Chairman and 
ender perfume. But make 
no mistake, she has been 
very   busy   the   past   55 
Cears. A graduate of the 
niversity and teacher in a 
conglomerate of public el- 
ementary and hign schools 
throughout Northwest 
Ohio, as well as an English 
professor for 35 years at 
the University (until re- 
tiring in 1976), Parrish is 
still active, working to pre- 
vent the abuse of the el- 
derly iri nursing homes. 
Sometimes she wonders 
bow she accomplished all 
that she did. 
"Believe it or not, I 
taught 6 hours and took 22 
hours of courses. I was so 
tired," Parrish says, lean- 
ing forward in her chair, a 
slight hint of gloating glee 
in her voice at the remem- 
brance of her college days. 
She was the first woman of 
her hometown, Gnadenhut- 
ten, to graduate from a 4- 
year college, she says, re- 
counting tales of the "well- 
to-do" girls who dropped 
out to become secretaries 
or wives of college football 
heroes. 
"NOBODY thought I 
would survive," Parrish 
says. 
Remembering the dis- 
crimination that existed 
against women while she 
attended the University, 
she smiles faintly. Men 
generally respected her; it 
from page 1 
was women who resented 
her the most for the effort 
she put into her studies, 
Parrish says. Playing the 
role of an "apologist" - 
helping other students 
working on their masters 
and doctorate disserta- 
tions while their professors 
were too busy "meeting 
their book-publishing 
agents" - became a mode 
of concession for the young 
woman. 
But the discrimination 
did not end after college, 
Parrish contends. Wives of 
the men she worked with 
while teaching in the 
school systems of Gnaden- 
hutten, Lorain, Rocky 
River and Strasburg 
County, as well as while 
teaching at the University, 
still resented her out of 
envy rather than mistrust. 
And being a woman tea- 
cher did not accord her any 
special ranking among 
predominantly male fac- 
ulties. 
"I WAS in charge of all 
the banquets the school 
had, directed class plays, 
advised for the girls' ath- 
letic associations, even 
darned the sports uniforms 
for the boys," Parrish 
says. "There was no extra 
salary. When I look upon it 
all now, I wonder and say, 
'Well this was really some- 
thing.' But it was hardly 
worthwhile for me to get 
upset about it." 
She is happy that other 
women have taken a stand 
against such discrimina- 
tion and that women in 
general seem to be more 
supportive of each others' 
endeavors. Such support is- 
responsible for the in- 
creased involvement of 
women in state and local 
politics, a development she 
has witnessed particularly 
during the past 10 years, 
Parrish says. 
But her memories have 
largely been pleasant 
ones; of students tumbling 
oranges down classroom 
aisles in the celebrated 
orange rolls of 30 years 
ago, of surprise birthday 
parties, and of the "special 
relationships" that devel- 
oped between her and stu- 
dents while directing 
student plays. 
A SMILE lights Par- 
rish's face and her eyes 
grow distant as she remi- 
nisces about the time when 
she was "more or less 
forced" to direct the chore- 
ography of a student dance 
production when their in- 
structor became ill. 
"I told them (the stu- 
dents) I'm gonna be frank. 
We have only so much time 
to do this, so don't ruin it," 
Parrish recalls. "It was a 
problem, but like so many 
problems, it gets worked 
out alright and when it's all 
over, it's something you 
remember pleasantly. 
After her retirement 
from University teaching 
in 1976, Parrish was solic- 
ited by the president of the 
American Association of 
University Women, a 
group in which she had 
Been a member, to work 
with others to get a bill 
passed in the state legis- 
lature preventing the 
abuse of the elderly. 
"I was never aware of 
this problem, the psycho- 
logical, physical and emo- 
tional mistreatment of the 
elderly. It shocked me," 
Parrish admits, parallel- 
ing such abuse to child 
abuse."When I first 
started the whole thing, I 
started it reluctantly, but 
then it kind of steam- 
rolled. I can't very well let 
So of it now, with all my 
lends constantly remind- 
ing me of it." 
MINNIEBELLE Conley, 
former societies' editor for 
The Daily Sentinel-Tri- 
bune, has lived in Bowling 
Green all her life. She has 
seen many changes in the 
town; she can tell where 
the old drugstores, gro- 
ceries and meat markets 
used to be, and takes de- 
light in tracing the lineage 
behind such street names 
as Lehman, Troup and 
Merry. Her family had 
been associated with these 
families from which the 
streets had been named. 
"I can remember the 
huckster wagons on Main 
Street, and the gypsy cara- 
vans that would pass 
through town, knocking on 
our sidedoor, asking for a 
handout. My mother would 
always feed them," Conley 
says, her eyes bright as 
she conjured images of a 
street-car-trekked Bowling 
Green at the turn-of-the- 
century. "We had a differ- 
ent way of life back then, 
slower and more sophisti- 
cated." 
As can be expected, 
change is not always some- 
thing to which Conley has 
looked forward; it "hurts" 
to see some of the older 
buildings torn down, but 
she has reconciled herself 
to change. 
"SOME OF IT is pro- 
gress, and some you hate 
to see happen, but it's the 
way of the world," she 
says. 
This attitude has charac- 
terized Conley in her ca- 
reer at the Sentinel- 
Tribune as well. Retirine 
in I960 after 52 years of 
work, she witnessed the 
move of the newspaper's 
offices from East Wooster 
to Poe Road, as well as the 
introduction of computeri- 
zation, which has affected 
nearly every newspaper. 
"I was the only girl on 
the paper when I first 
started. It was just a small 
plant, where we would set 
up with the old linotypes. I 
remember the Oat bed 
press later on being a real 
invention," Conley recalls 
with a grin. 
As a young woman she 
never really knew what 
she would do with her life. 
Admitting that marriage 
was a fairly accepted op- 
tion for most women of her 
time, Conley attributes her 
position on the Sentinel- 
Tribune to her liking for 
reading and writing, some- 
thing her family had done 
together in the evening.", 
ever since she was a child. 
"GIRLS DIDN'T gener- 
ally have much of a notion 
what to do back then. I 
couldn't make up my mind 
myself," she explains. 
"But eventually I hit my 
stride. I did something I 
enjoyed." 
Conley never married, 
though she had the oppor- 
tunity. She chose to care 
for her invalid mother in- 
stead, while working as an 
editor and reporter for the 
paper. Consequently Con- 
ley never traveled out of 
Bowling Green until after 
both her parents died, and 
she still lives in the 100- 
year-old house her father 
bought when he first 
moved here from 
Maryland. 
"I lived in this house all 
my life. It's a link to my 
mother and my father, and 
all that I love. I couldn't 
imagine living anywhere 
else,'she said, staring dis- 
tantly outside a window 
' onto the wintery streets 
below. "This is my home- 
town; while I've seen most 
of the country I'd never 
live any place else." 
Conley says she has 
never felt discriminated 
against, owing this to what 
she perceives to be the 
Eeneral "decent" core of 
uman beings in their 
relationships with others. 
"I never felt out of place 
in anything I did. There 
were really many women 
in the profession, who were 
in it because they liked 
what they were doing. 
That's how it was with 
me," she says. 
"Women have always 
worked, as teachers, or 
stenographers, or secre- 
taries, or something. They 
have emerged gradually in 
their present position.'' 
Chief Executive Officer 
David Roderick said the 
company has no intention 
of selling any of the physi- 
cal assets of Marathon, no 
Slans for a general reduc- 
on in staff or operations 
and no plans to leave Find- 
lay, where the firm was 
founded more than 90 
years ago. 
He said the combined 
assets of Marathon and 
U.S. Steel will produce a 
strong company with a 
bright future. Roderick 
said it is possible that the 
steel giant may sell some 
of its own "sleeping as- 
sets." 
-    H« dtd oot elaborate 
OF    THE    MERGER, 
Roderick said, "We think it 
is a great marriage and we 
are nappy that the wedding 
has gone off according to 
schedule." 
Hoopman said paper- 
work in the merger would 
be delivered to the Ohio 
Secretary of State's office 
by today. 
Hoopman was asked if, 
as dissident stockholders 
contend, executives of 
Marathon had sold a com- 
pany valued at $18 billion 
for $6 billion. 
"there is not a company 
in the world" that would 
pay $18 billion for Mar- 
athon, Hoopman said. The 
figure had been mentioned 
by dissident stockholders 
as being Marathon's esti- 
mate of the company's net 
worth. Dissident share- 
holders were trying to per- 
suade others to vote 
against the merger and 
exercise a provision that 
may bring them more 
money. 
Investment consultant 
James McElroy said dissi- 
dent shareholders were be- 
ing made aware of their 
"appraisal rights" under 
Ohio law. McElroy said he 
expects later negotiations 
to obtain a higher price for 
the common shares. 
"We're not going to be 
able to stop it, no, but the 
reason we're here, the rea- 
son we've been all over the 
country, is to inform the 
stockholders of what they 
may stand to lose by voting 
forthe merger," McElroy 
said. 
Appraisal rights are al- 
lowed under a provision of 
Ohio securities law that 
allows the appraisal of 
stock by an independent 
party, generally a state 
court, if certain provisions 
are met. 
One rule is that the 
shareholder's stock must 
be in his own name. 
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COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) 
- Chief Justice Frank Ce- 
lebrezze said yesterday he 
believed pressure was be- 
ing exerted to keep him out 
of the race for the Demo- 
cratic gubernatorial nomi- 
nation. 
"You got to believe it, 
too - if you got your eyes 
open," Celebrezze said, 
without specifying from 
where or whom the pres- 
sure comes. 
Late Tuesday, Ce- 
lebrezze submitted his res- 
ignation from the Ohio 
Supreme Court to Gov. 
James Rhodes, effective 
March 15, so he could run 
for governor as he had said 
in January he would do. 
But less than 24 hours 
later, Celebrezze withdrew 
the resignation. 
According to Celebrezze, 
a key supporter of his cam- 
paign decided at the last 
minute  to  withdraw  be- 
tween $75,000 and $100,000 
originally pledged to him. 
''That s   what   precip- 
itated the final decision, 
yes," he said. 
CELEBREZZE SAID he 
would not identify the per- 
son who withdrew the sup- 
port or discuss the reasons 
behind it. 
"I don't intend to talk 
any further about that," he 
said. "In any campaign, 
there " are many factors 
that go into the final deci- 
sion." 
Celebrezze, 53, said he 
was disappointed at the 
turn of events. 
"I've been planning for 
four years to run for gover- 
nor. I've gone to every 
fraternal organization, 
high school graduation, 
college graduation, law 
school graduation, meet- 
ing of bar associations 
wherever anybody wanted 
to listen to my views on the 
law and anything else. And 
it was all done for noth- 
ing." 
CELEBREZZE SAD) it 
was disappointing to real- 
ize that more than $1 mil- 
lion would be required to 
achieve his life-long goal. 
"I know all that oldcorn- 
ball about me saying what 
a great country this is, but 
I believe it. I'm one of 
those dummies that be- 
lieves it," he said. "That's 
all I really want to say." 
Gov. Rhodes said he re- 
turned Celebrezze's origi- 
nal letter of resignation 
because "it was the proper 
thing to do." Rhodes said 
the chief justice, in a tele- 
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phone conversation 
Wednesday afternoon, had 
cited "personal reasons" 
as the reason for with- 
drawing. 
YESTERDAY,, Ce- 
lebrezze disputed that. 
"I didn't tell Gov. Rho- 
des about any personal 
problems," he said. 
Jack Daly, the gover- 
nor's press secretary, said 
Rhodes would have noth- 
ing further to say on the 
matter. 
Celebrezze said he "had 
no idea" whether he would 
be criticized for his recent 
actions. 
He refused to comment 
on an Ohio State Bar Asso- 
ciation investigation  into 
whether he had violated 
the Judicial Canon of 
Ethics by stating his inten- 
tion to enter the gubernato- 
rial race well before 
resigning from the post. 
Under the Canon of 
Ethics, a judge is required 
to resign from the bench if 
he or she chooses tp seek 
another elective office. 
"THAT'S SUPPOSED to 
be a confidential matter 
and I have always abided 
by the rule of confidential- 
ity. I guess I'm the only 
one," Celebrezze re- 
marked. 
Democratic Party pres- 
sure as well as financial 
problems forced the sud- 
den turn of events, accord- 
ing to some party sources. 
Even though Democrats 
control the high court 
bench, some Democrats 
said the party was un- 
happy with Celebrezze's 
decision to run because he 
still had four years of his 
term remaining. 
Rhodes had said he 
would appoint Republican 
Justice Biance Krupansky 
to the chief justice post if 
Celebrezze resigned. The 
governor also planned to 
name Franklin County 
Common Pleas Judge 
Craig Wright, another Re- 
publican, to the high court. 
Krupansky said yester- 
day there was nothing she 
would say about "almost" 
being the state's first 
woman chief justice. 
Law changes inadequate, feminist says 
by Linda Perez 
News staff reporter 
Since our nation's suffragette movement at the turn of 
the century, legal reform has been considered by many 
American feminists a equitable tool in the changing of 
our society's attitudes toward women. 
While University graduate student in German Birgit 
Ahlheim, from West Germany, does not discount the 
importance of such legal reform, societal behavior is 
often not modified by laws, she contends. 
"Changes in West German law. made in the early 
1970s, have been decisive as far as family conditions are 
concerned," Ahlheim said. "But from my stand, there is 
still much discriminationm in the factories." 
Speaking at a meeting of international women on the 
progress of feminism outside the United States, she said 
that men and women have equal rights in West Germany 
because of the passage of an Equal Rights Amendment in 
that country. But the premise of equal rights has re- 
mained primarily theoretical. Ahlheim maintains. She 
cited industry as particularily discriminatory toward 
women. 
, "WOMEN ARE offered similar jobs but are not often 
equally paid," Ahlheim explained. "They (manage- 
ment) do not often train women for white-collar jobs on 
the fear that they will become pregnant and lose money 
(spent in training) for the company." 
Legal change can be useful, she contends, but women 
must demonstrate enough initiative to go to court and 
fight for their rights when they have been discriminated 
against. One problem that must be faced by the feminist 
movement is disinterest on the part of men toward their 
efforts. 
They feel-it i* a probiiw thatdoes not p—rewithBna," 
Ahlheim said, paralleling men's attitudes toward the 
aloofness of many white Americans to the issue of black 
civil rights. 
Ahlheim also criticized several feminist groups in West 
Germany for shutting out men from discussion groups. 
Such action only has hurt the women's movement 
through alienating a large segment of the male popula- 
tion, she said. 
BUT Japanese University student Yumiko Banba 
disagreed with Ahlheim. 
"Women need a place where only women can come. * 
Being oppressed, we need a place where we can feel safe 
and relax," she argued, adding that separation between 
the sexes only should lastuntil women feel more comfort- 
able with men in confronting issues that affect them. 
Unlike Ahlheim, who attributed the development of the 
feminism movement in West Germany to United States 
influence, Banba cited a Japanese socialist movement of 
the late 1960s, the New Left Movement, as influencing the 
direction of Japanese feminism. 
But the women's movement in Japan has been lying 
low the last few years, she said. Banba described women 
as "burned out" from their efforts at making ideological 
changes, and said that more women were involved in the 
movement when legislative reform was a primary con- 
cern. 
JAPAN passed an amendment to her constitution 
similar to America's ERA in 1946, but it rarely has been 
referred to, Banba claims, as instance she attributes to 
the predominantly male legal system in Japan. Sexism is 
a rampant problem, not only in the professions, but in 
industry, she claims. 
"It is true that Japanese cars are of higher quality and 
sell cheaper than American made cars," Banbe said. 
"But the car industry is supported by bad working 
conditions and the utilization of the uneducated and 
women." 
Banba said she cannot see major changes which will 
benefit Japanese women in her lifetime. 
Yet significant changes affecting women have been 
made in other parts of the world. University journalism 
student Gloria Voysest, from Peru, notes that a higher 
percentage of women in such professions as medicine 
and law can be found in Mexico rather than the United ■
States. 
BUT IT'S very difficult to talk about all of Latin 
America," she said. "Due to the different topography, 
women are living in different historical periods at the 
same time." 
A main concern of the women's movement in Peru,, a 
country characterized by mountains, jungles and seaside 
communities, has been the education of primitive Andes 
Indian tribes. Voysest said she views this action as one 
which will be followed more closely than actual feminist 
issues. 
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Riesen remains Coach of the Year- without a team 
by Kermit Rowe 
News staff reporter 
How much can a man take without 
breaking? 
There is probably no man on cam- 
Eus that can better answer that ques- 
on than Pete Riesen. Besides the 
recent pressures thafhave come with 
producing a winner for Bowling 
Green's wrestling program and the 
mental anguish that his personal life 
has brought him, Riesen now has to 
deal with the fact that his 25-year 
coaching career has ended - thanks to 
the dropping of the BG wrestling 
program from varsity status. 
Kiesen's career started in the late 
1950's when he became head football 
coach at Mentor High School. During 
his high school football coaching ca- 
reer, ne had numerous accomplish- 
ments that included Buckeye 
Conference championships in 195M1 
at Marion Harding. 
His high school coaching career 
ended when he joined the Heidlelberg 
College football and wrestling staffs 
in 1968. During his stay at Heidelberg, 
he developed outstanding wrestling 
and football teams and in 1972, his 
football team became NCAA Division 
HI national champions. Heidelberg's 
wrestling team posted a 89-25 mark in 
Riesen's nine years as head coach. 
HE CAME* TO BG in 1976 as an 
offensive backfield coach for the foot- 
ball team. He has coached wrestling 
at BG for the past five seasons. Dur- 
ing that span, he had a record of 38-34- 
1 and this season, guided the Falcon 
wrestlers to their most successful 
record (10-4 in dual meets) since 1965- 
66. 
For this year's accomplishment's, 
Riesen was named the Mid-American 
Conference's Coach of the Year at the 
MAC championships on Feb. 27. 
Now he is a Coach of the Year with 
no sport to coach. 
"I'm disappointed so much that I 
can't sleep right at night," Riesen 
said. "If it wasn't for working out at 
the Rec Center and helping Greg 
(Westhoven) get ready for the nation- 
als, I don't know what I would do. 
"I'm in a unique position right now 
because I still have a job teaching and 
I can retire in four years, so I don't 
want to say anything that would jeop- 
ardize that. I'm like a rock in a hard 
place, I want to keep coaching but I 
don't want to lose my job. It is not a 
nice feeling." 
RIESEN'S ORDEAL began with 
the new year when the pressure to 
produce a winner became heavier. 
Then in the last week of January, his 
daughter was killed in a tragic car 
accident. The pain and shock was 
almost unbearable. 
"I was living on pins and needles," 
Riesen remembers, "then I got shot 
down when my daughter died. It was 
pretty tough coming back after my 
daughter's death and realizing that 
there are other things more important 
than wrestling. But the kids re- 
sponded really well. There were times 
that the only thing that kept me going 
was my kids (the wrestlers)." 
According to senior co-captain John 
Ice, it was at this time that the wres- 
tlers were reassured that the pro- 
gram was safe from the budget axe. 
"We were told that we definitely 
wouldn't be dropped around the Notre 
Dame match (Jan. 20)," Ice said. 
"Then we heard nothing until the 
coach told us the Wednesday before 
the MAC'S (Feb. 24) that we had no 
program next year. They never came 
in and explained the situation or any- 
thing." 
"I just wish to hell that they would 
have given me a chance to state my 
case,'' Riesen said of the suddeness of 
the wrestling program cut. 
THE ONLY wrestler who was with 
Riesen for his entire coaching career 
at BG was senior co-captain Westho- 
ven. "It's really ironic that we came 
in together and now we are going to go 
out together," Westhoven said. "He 
had to take people in the beginning 
that were here and used to the other 
coaches methods. They tried to rebel 
against him because he tried to make 
them work a little. 
"What he has been going through in 
these last couple of months can be 
described in one word - hell. The 
recruiting that he has worked so hard 
on has finally caught up this year. 
Now, just when he had it where he 
wanted it, they canned everything 
that he had worked for. 
"It's terrible. He is still a great 
coach. By the time he rebuilt another 
Erogram at another college, he would 
e ready to retire. It was great that he 
received that award. Nobody de- 
served it more than he did. It might 
make up for some of the sufferingTbut 
I doubt it." 
Senior co-captain Milo Sanda re- 
flected on the last two months. 
"He broke down several times," 
Sanda said. "For a strong man like 
Coach to break down, you know he 
really had to be destroyed. To stay 
together shows you what kind of man 
he is. He is like a father figure. I have 
the most respect for him/' 
RIESEN TALKED about his coach- 
ing philosophies and feelings on his 25- 
year career. 
"I've never been in coaching for 
money," Riesen said. "I knew that I 
would never get rich being a coach 
except in experience. This year has 
been tops, success-wise. If there had 
to be a way to go out, this was it. The 
success of the team and being hon- 
ored by the coaches in the MAC 
makes me feel proud. 
"Maybe someday I'll understand it, 
but I can't right now. My hope is that 
someday wrestling will return to BG. 
It won't be soon, but maybe some- 
day." 
1 r\    s~\r\ ~i    *~\r\ 
WHEN: 10:00 p.m.-7:30 a.m. MON-THURS of Exam Week 
VA/UCDC.   Basement of Mosley Hall 
Commuter Center 
WHAT:    FREE  Coffee-Tea 
Hot Chocolate 
QUESTIONS Coll Commufer Canter 2 0360 
Don't Miss the Green Beer 
at the... 
ST. PATRICK'S 6AY 
HAPPY HOURS 
TODAY 
2:30PM - 5:30PM 
Falcon's Nest 
Union 
Proof of Age (18) Required 
Music provided by WFAL 
(SfSb 
r********************* 
HELP WANTED: 
Immediate Openingsl 
Qualifications are as follows 
1) Interested in re-building a 
strong, unified student voice. 
2) Ready to initiate a change or 
present a solution to students' problems. 
3) Willing to give a time commitment. 
Rewards Include control over 
your destiny as a student. USG 
Chairman/Executive Cabinet Assistants 
and Board Member openings are 
available In the following areas: 
-Academic Affairs Board    • 
-Elections and Opinions Board 
-National, State and Community Affairs Board 
-Personnel Board 
-Publicity Board 
-Student Welfare Board 
-University Relations Board 
Application! for Chairman/Assistant 
cabinet petitions are dus Friday, 
March 1*.  Sign-up sheets for 
hoard mambars ara available through 
April 9, l«sa.  The new Undargraduata 
Student Government naads you.   Furthar 
Information and applications ore 
avallabla In 405 Studant Sarvlcas.  (Past 
SOA Board Mambars ara urged to ro apply.) 
USG Students for Students needs Students 
BUSCH. The official beer of The Charlie Daniels Band." 
a AnhMW-SuW He    SI LOM Mo 
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Sports. 
Emphasis on team speed, pitching 
Optimistic Falcons set for Florida 
by Joe Menzer ■port* editor 
While the city of Bowling Green has 
been pelted with storm after winter 
storm, BG's baseball team has been 
preparing for its upcoming season. 
Now, with a glimpse of winter's end 
in sight, but with snow still covering 
about half of Warren E. Steller Field, 
the Falcons are just about ready to 
head south for the season's opening. 
BG opens with a 13-game swing in 
Florida, beginning with a game a 
week from today on powerful Miami 
of Florida's home field. 
The Falcon baseball program was 
not immune to the University's recent 
budget cuts, but through contribu- 
tions and hard work by the team 
members, the Florida trip remained a 
reality, according to BG coach Don 
Purvis. 
"We solicit all former players at the 
University; almost 100 percent of the 
parents contribute; local business- 
men help out," Purvis said. "Liter- 
ally anybody we can think of that can 
help gets a letter. Without the gener- 
ous support of any and all of the above 
named people, we could not survive. 
Without it - we're out of business." 
Other Mid-American Conference 
baseball programs were not as fortu- 
nate as the Falcons. Northern Illinois 
may drop the sport completely, Ball 
State may put a one-year freeze on 
baseball scholarships, and Miami 
(Ohio) cancelled its annual trip to 
Florida. 
STILL, PURVIS remains optimistic 
about the upcoming season, which 
will see the MAC divided into two 
divisions - East and West - for the 
first time. BG is in the East, along 
with Ohio University, Kent State, 
Toledo and Miami. The West is com- 
prised of Central Michigan, Western 
Michigan, Eastern Michigan, Ball 
State and Northern Illinois. 
Instead of facing each MAC school 
in a doubleheader, this year the Fal- 
cons will play a series of four-game 
weekend sets against only the MAC 
schools in their division. The top two 
teams from each division advance to 
the MAC tournament, with the winner 
advancing on to the NCAA Division I 
tourney. 
"Our goal for the season is to get 
into the playoffs, win the conference 
and advance on to the NCAA's," Pur- 
vis said. "Beyond that, we would like 
to win 30 games. We had a string of 
about five straight years where we 
won 30 or more, but we've slipped a 
little bit the last two years." 
Actually, it was five of six years 
from 1974-79 that Purvis-produced 
teams won 30 or more. Unfortunately, 
last year's 17-28-1 record and a 26-27 
mark in 1980 almost overshadow the 
30-win years. 
PURVIS HOPES to chance the Fal- 
cons' fortunes this year and snare his 
300th win as BG coach in the process, 
as he enters the season with a 10-year 
record of 276-196. ' 
Last year's squad suffered mostly 
from a lack ot offense and, since 
several of the team's better hitters 
have graduated, it could be a problem 
again this season. But Purvis is quick 
to point out that the Falcons are deep 
in good pitching and have excellent 
team speed. • 
"Any experienced baseball person 
will tell you that pitching is first, 
defense is second and offense third,' 
Purvis said. "That may sound back- 
wards to the average fan who likes to 
see the long home run and so forth, 
but if you've got good pitching, you 
can scratch for runs. Many times 
close games can flop your way right 
at the end." 
BG has a solid group of proven 
pitchers returning, as well as a couple 
Kimising newcomers. Roger Mc- 
well, Roger Achter, John Maroli, 
Scott Stella. Jim Locker and Dale 
Gregory all had their moments on the 
mound last year. Freshman Bob El- 
lenbest and transfer Skip Federici 
provide BG with some much-needed 
lefthanded pitching. 
Purvis also said that he is looking 
for big things from junior college 
transfer Scott Waak, who he expects 
to provide immediate defensive help 
as BG's regular shortstop. 
The rest of BG's infield tenatively 
shapes up like this: Mark McDaniel 
and Chris Schuping sharing the catch- 
ing duties; Chuck Headington and 
freshman Larry Arndt battling it out 
for first; Mark Hall and Dave Lough 
vying for the second bagger's job; 
and Jerry Drobnick and Greg Engler 
at third. 
Only Headington saw much action 
last year, although Drobnick was the 
team's starting shortstop before 
breaking his arm halfway through the 
season. 
The outfield, on the other hand, is 
loaded with experience. Senior cap- 
tain Bob Zielinski, sophomore Brian 
Goodwill, and juniors Joe Tedesco 
and H.J. Smith all started at one time 
or another last year. 
"I think we'll be a very interesting 
team if we ever get all that snow oft 
the ground," Purvis said. 
photo by Ron Hagler 
Bowling Grain's Jerry Drobnick (sitting) doesn't appear lo be In a sate place as Greg Engler (B) practices getting his 
swing down in South Gym, yesterday. 
Gymnasts ready to compete in NCAAs 
Despite experiencing a rash of inju- injuries/' BG coach Charles Simpson 
ries this season, Bowling Green's said. "There have been studies to 
gymnastics team will be participating prove this. Gymnastics rates higher 
m the NCAA Northeast Regional gym- than football in injuries incurred. 
nastics tournament in Pittsburgh, 
Pa., today and tommorrow. 
"Gymnastics rates as one of the 
highest sports on punishment and 
Simpson said that every girl on this 
year's squad has experienced injury 
at one point in the season. Many are 
still aggravated by pain. 
But despite the rash of injuries, BG 
is seeded fifth among the top six 
teams in the northeast and will be 
competing with the likes of last year's 
national champion Penn State. 
"This is the toughest region in the 
U.S. with the exception of the western 
region,"   Simpson   said. 
classifieds 
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Good Morning March 12. 1982 
LOGO CONTEST FOR E C A.P 
(ETHNIC   CULTURAL   ARTS   PRO- 
GRAM) 
DEADLINE MARCH 19. 1982 
WINNER GETS $50 OO WORTH OF 
ART SUPPLIES FROM 8 0S U 
BOOKSTORE    LOGO   MUST   RE 
FLECT 
ETHNIC CULTURE CONTEST 
SPONSORED BVE CA P., BGSU 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
CONTACT MAISHA HAZZARD OR 
MARK) GARCIA 372 2798 
LOST AND FOUND 
Ogee) w"ch ,0"nd °v McFall Center 
C»l J«n»l 2 3034  
FOUND FRATERNITY PIN FOUND 
IN ICE ARENA PARKING LOT 
PLEASE CALL DEMISE 3722701 
FOUND Has anyone tost a black/w- 
hite male car' Wandering around 
University Veage Apis . Cal lo clam 
352-4561    PS   Hurry, he a very 
cold & hungry  
LOST GOLD FAITH. HOPE. AND 
CHARITY CHARM On Woosler be- 
tween Founders and S Enterprise 
Please cal 372-1032 
■IOES 
GAS PAID TO FLORIDA 
Pul a trailer 
CM 531-7405  
HELP! RIDE NEEDED TO FLA. 
Mast Maes 3/16. 3117. Will share 
coats. Mart, slier 8 p-m. 353-9121. 
RIOE AVAILABLE FOR 2 FEMALS 
TO DAYTONA AREA   CALL 2-1368 
or 2 5964  
Riders wanted to KnoxvBe week ol 
3112/82 Csl lor further into 354- 
1930 early AM s 
stances ornsco 
ABORTION 
TOLL FREE 
9:00 A.M. - 10:00 P.M. 
1-aOO-43«-»03B 
GREAT BIG PEOPLE 
WIL HAUL YOUR STUFF IN NEAT 
TRUCK 
 352-8055  
TAX PREPARATION 
REASONABLE RATES $8 00 > UP 
384-3508 FOR APPOINTMENT 
TUCKER TYPING, professional, rea- 
sonable,    rue-tune    typing   service 
Nancy. 352 0809  
Free gynecological health care tor 
one year. New Study compares Die 
phiegm with Contraceptive Sponge 
Former or currant daphragm users 
encouraged to Join. Need more irrlor- 
meeon? Cal Jenny or Kale 243- 
3179, Toledo Medical Services 
Try a Homemede Spaghetti Dinner. 
Sat. March 13 46pm . S300 a 
p»a Your stomach wl then* you 
FLOMOA BOUND? NEED CASH? 
Baying   baseball,   tootbell   cards. 
Cal stler 5. 1-S41-7SS7 or 1-174- 
1478.  
FREDDIE > FREIDA APPLICATIONS 
AVAILABLE NOW"" 
405 STUOENT SERVICES BLDO 
Barb-Truly sorry. I epotoflba tor hav- 
ing my head in the clouds ma waak. 
Enjoy brsek without si the hectic 
haaaaal Please don't quit* S 
AA-Thls a your Hal chance Go tor 
Baroque This BB WS  
AOOPTION YOUNG COUPLE 
WISHES TO ADOPT NEWBORN 
BABY OWL   CONFIDENTIAL  CALL 
267-4081  
ALPHA TAU CjMEGA CONGRATU 
LATES CHUCK SAUNOERS THE 
NEWV.P OF THE COLLEGE DEMO- 
CRATS 
Alpha Tsu Sweetheerls-Thsnks 
tor the good time last Saturdsy— 
Airplane was greet1 Good luck on 
finals. The Brothers.  
AL SAUAQE—HAPPY BIDTHOAY 
TO MY FAVORITE KARATE—KAI I 
KNOW THIS IS EARLY BUT THERE 
IS NO PAPER PUT OUT ON OUR 
BMTHOAVI TRY NOT TO OeTT 
"ALL-MESSED-UP" TONIGHT" 
LOVE, YOUR FRIEND-NO-MATTER- 
WHAT. CATHY.  
ATTENTION GREEKS!! 
TAKE A  STUDY  BREAK  AT SAM 
B'S.    EVERY    TUES.    IS    GREEK 
NIGHT! WEAR YOUR GREEK INSIG- 
NIA AND IT'S HAPPY HOUR FOR 
YOU. » P.M. — CLOSE.  
Ban, Todd. Chris, Jerry, Scott. 
Steve: Just think—in one week 
we'll be sitting on the beech sip- 
ping our plna coladaa and wonder- 
ing why the heck we ever came to 
B.O. 7 days/Tony.  
BGSU HOCKEY TEAM: YOUR 
DREAMS AND GOALS ARE IN 
FRONT OF YOU "NOW"! BEST OF 
LUCK THIS WEEKEND! WE ARE 
SUPPORTING YOU ALL THE WAY!! 
THE  BROTHERS   OF   SIGMA   PHI 
EPSILON.  
Big Lon J —Go get em on tmals 
Even though I know you were busy 
this quarter (Ha-Ha1) I hope things wt 
be better next quarter Have a nice 
Spring Break See ya (? maybe) m 
Sprig DZ love ft meve U'l Kami 
Big Lynn Just wait, your turn is 
coming I we not forget those sweel 
nothings you whispered   Love. Lit 
M.B.  
Brothers and Sisters 
Tonight St Patrick wtf be in the Park 
Get out your beet green clothes 
and go lor the big green pnze' 
CEPIK. MARY AND SONYA 
Get your Dels swinguv ft your gloves 
liektn 1 show em met who's BOSS 
down in Suntan Land MB-I hope you 
have a greet B-day' SH-don'l get loo 
tan!  And  KC stay  away  from  you 
know who1 II miss ys' GOOD LUCK1 
Your Blond Counterpart  
Cherrywood Health SPA 835 High 
SI Ph 352-9378 New Hours-Mon 
thru Frt. 9 am - 10 p.m.. Sat. 11 
am • 4 p.m.: Sun 1 - 4 pm New 
Location. New Ownership. New Men- 
agement Guaranteed Momoorslxp 
CongrstukMions and Beat of Luck to 
the DZ Dancer Z's and the coaches 
Your sisters are behind you al the 
way" 
Congretuletions Phi Mu's1 
Becky Rsab-SaMr ol the Week 
Unds Locke-Phi of Ihe Week . 
Annette Spohn-Active ol the Week 
OAYTONA LOVERS 
Let's make It e Big Night at 
Big Daddy's on Tuesday Be 
there lo help support BG!  
Dear StarrJuater Pledges. Robin H . 
Jenny C. Karen P . Cotsen F , Kethy 
F . Room R . Kathy G. Judy M . 
Crystal K , Karen I. Sarah H , Do 
tores H . Carol G . Mtody M . Jenny 
C . Judy G . Theresa F Goodluckon 
going active tonight. I tove you el A 
Conoarned Kappa Siq Brother 
DIANE STROBEL-GOOO LUCK ON 
YOUR SENIOR RECITAL SAT OH, I 
MEAN BREAK A LEG! I KNOW 
YOU'LL KNOCK EM DEAD LOVE 
YA LOTS! TEDDY   PS   ARE YOU 
PSYCHED FOR TEXAS?  
Did you WITNESS a woman fas S 
break her keg on the sktewak along 
N. Cotsge St . S ol Merry St btwn 
Onenhauar E t Lot H North, on 
1/25/82 (approx 8 25 am.)? Ok) 
you assist the woman alter she lei? 
PLEASE cal cosset 1-243 7243 
EO S- THANKS SO MUCH FOR 
ALL THE RIDtS TO AND FROM 
KARATE THIS QUARTER I HOPE 
WE CAN DO IT AGAIN NEXT OUAfl- 
TERI HA HA HA! LOVE. CATHY 
FALCON HOCKEY T-SHIRTS 
"CCHA CHAMPS" 
FALCON HOUSE 140 E. WOOSTER 
ELLEN MADDEN HAPPY BIRTH- 
DAY VOU BIG QUEER!!! "GET PSY- 
CHED" FOR THE PARTY 
TONIGHT"' ROOMMATE LOVE 
AND OURS. WENDY,   KIPPY, AND 
CATHY.  
FINAL clearance on Lew's ft Big 
Smith Cords. $9 99 while they Mat. 
Jeane-N Things 831 Hedge St. 
Get psyched' ALPHA XIS tor s 
gourmet breakfast creeled lor you, 
courtesy ol Ihe men ol PI KAPPA 
PHI  
Get resdy ladles ot PHI MU snd 
gentlemen ol PHI DELTA THETA, lor 
a radical evening of "rocking and a 
reeeng    with the brothers  ol PHI 
KAPPA PHI "LETS 00 IT'"  
HAPPY BIRTHDAY SH III 
21 years old-a good sge to meet a 
mature male good thing you're going 
lo Europe' "GO FOR IT" ft have a 
GREAT year      Love   LI. JM   ft 
JK  
Happy Birthday to PI KAPPA PHI'S 
own Jell Sponger. May your special 
day be a Blow out with the Broth- 
ers'" 
Happy Hours 4-7 30 pm 
Double pitchers ft buckets 
Longbrsnch Saloon 352-3703 
HAPPY 1STH BIRTHDAY 
JILL BARTAL 
 LOVE. PRISCILLA AND SUE 
Hey Alpha Xl's 
Tonight's lime Is right. 
To remember Belushl. 
And dress outasight 
Bros, ol Phi Kappa Tsu 
HEY CC, DID YOU GET YOUR PA- 
PER BACK YET? JUST WANTED TO 
TAKE TIME TO WISH YOU A GREAT 
BREAK. AND I'LL BE ANXIOUSLY 
WAITING   YOUR   RETURN!   LOVE. 
MUFF!  
HEY,* Cathy there? Happy 21 St you 
cool Karateka1 Meet you under s keg 
tap Friday Gerbonzo beans, tinsel, 
snd nickles m teeth lorever. Oooie 
tove, Al  
HOOD-GET PSYCHED FOR FRI- 
DAY NIGHT' IT WILL BE A GREAT 
TIME! LOVE YOU. LITTLE KAS. 
How about the best Spaghetti Omar 
you've ever had??? It's Sal. March 
13 Irom 4-6pm. S3 00 s plate 
How 'bout rhem (47-OersL Thanks tor 
making wetter quarter so tun Have a 
super break and gat psyched lor an 
even batter spring quarter. Love ya. 
!«j :  
HYPNOTISM FOR PRE-FINALS JIT- 
TERS 
 352,-8777  
HYPNOTISM TO RELAX 
352-8777 
HYPNOTISM   TO   »*PROVE   MEM- 
ORY 
 352-8777  
HYPNOTISM   TO IMPROVE TEST- 
TAKING ABILITY 
 352-8777  
it's about time you two aot 
plnned-But In Ihe Bathroom? Con- 
gretulellons Jon snd Janet. The 
Brothera ol Lambda CM Alpha. 
Jackie Morelwdt-<*xio/etuB»»ns 
on being elected chairman of the 
Panhel Rush Committee We're al 
proud of you   Love, your Alpha » 
Setters. ' 
JOE- 
Hsppy Anniversary! Thank you tor 
the happiest years ot my Mell 
      I love youll Barb 
Join the Ft KAPFS In the* contnbu- 
aon to help America's eeverty hand- 
icapped Coma P.U.S.H. your way to 
a better Me tor many dl the unfortu- 
nate.  
JOW Turt-Ooes Hal make you sick 
or do you lust eke lo remember where 
you've bean? The Brothers.  
Kappa Sigma Bowing Team-Chris. 
John. Greg. Frad-Conursluaeluia 
on bowling over everybody el your 
queat for the All-Campus 
Champions!*! 
KEITH-HOPE YOUR 22NO WAS 
GREAT THANX FOR ALWAYS BE- 
ING THERE WHEN I NEED YA ZBT 
LOVE ft MINE   LORILI  
KIMB. SHIRLEY, "OZ", JANtE. AND 
SUZY O—HEY YOU ALPHA PHIS! 
GET READY TO HIT THE FLORIDA 
SUN, FOR WE WILL HAVE LOTS OF 
FUN. WHEN WE HIT THE BEACH OF 
ST. PETE. OET PSYCHED FOR ALL 
THE MEN WE WILL MEET!! GOOD 
LUCK ON FINALS! 7 DAYS AND 
WE'RE THERE! LOVE YAI PETER. 
KIM COILE. YOU FOX" Congralula 
tions on being named RA. you'll be 
GREAT"!! Love. Ihe Crazies ol 4th 
Lows.  
Kim Pettys-Good luck on your finals' 
I know you II do wel. Have a good 
Spring Break   DZ love, your study 
buddy-Katr.  
K.v.—Remember we are al thinking 
of you. snd wi be there to help Keep 
in touch, we tove you!! LB. C.T.. 
T.C , L02. and S M  
Lambda Chi's-toreght we be super 
lun! Let's get "psyched lor the sun'" 
Love. The ADPi's  
LAURA F TO THE BEST UTTLE SIS 
EVER I WISH YOU ALL THE LUCK 
IN THE WORLD KEEP EATING 
BROWNIES. AND YES THERE IS A 
GOLDFISH HEAVEN LOVE. YOUR 
BIG  
UVE ENTERTAINMENT-NO COVER 
CHARGE-BLACK EARTH PLAYING 
AT SAM B'S. FRIDAY ft SATURDAY 
NIGHTS 9 PM- 1 AM WITH NO 
COVER CHARGE   You must be 21 
after 8pm  
Madam   Prez-Janet   Welding    We 
Ihe* you're doing a terrific Job ei the 
"oval  office"    We're  behind  you 
100%' Love, The Setters ol Phi Mu 
Many thanks lo Annette Audi, Faa 
Jacobs, snd Dave Wood for al ol your 
support through pledging   We reeey 
appreceKta it and are psyched lor 
tonight' Love. Ihe Starduster Pledge 
Class Mike- 
Congratulations   for    making    RA. 
Good luck on Hnelsl Love, "teal. 
ConoratUBRtone Phi Mu's for being 
mltleled   Into   Golden   Torch!   Bath 
Price. Janet Welding. Man Moons 
Mutfy-Hsppy   Early   Birthday   and 
heve a fantastic time <n Ft Myers Say 
hsao to the Hutctwisor- for met Leul, 
BUSY , 
M A— Thanks tor helping me with my 
wash last week. I realty appreciated 
it Have a nice time in Florida. Love 
ya, "Qua"        
Nancy: Sorry wa have had so many 
problems this quarter Looking tor- 
ward to a super spring quarter. Bast 
ol luck on tmals Love. M B  
Fainter Panta 20% - 50% off. 
Cheeno denim leans 2S% off. lee 
cords 20% -50% otl st JEANS—N— 
THeNOS. Ml Rktoe St. 
Poker tie 
Bear al night 
Hoser s galore 
Lei s reunite 
Precision hair cut rag price Sfl 50 at 
Hat LkaMtted.  143  w   Wooster 
353-3281  
RALPH—CONGRATULATIONS ON 
RECEIVING A ROTC SCHOL 
ARSMPI  THE  BRO S OF KAPPA 
SIGMA  
Ream with s pedicure from THE 
ARRANGEMENT, wa leetue toot 
massaging toeowed by hot steam 
towel wrapa. Ph. 352-4101 or 352- 
4143.  
Remember when you took good you 
tool good Lei THE ARRANGEMENT 
make you took good Facials, men- 
touree, ft make-up are our specialties 
181 IB) S. Main BO  
Ron Cosies. 
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR 
VICTORY IN RACOOETBALL ITS 
DEFINITELY THE HEART THAT 
SETS YOU APART! GET PSYCHED 
FOR SUPERSTARS! YOUR LITTLE 
BRO OASES 
SAE BOWLERS—CONGRATULA- 
TIONS ON A FANTASTIC BOWLING 
SEASON AND AN EXCELLENT 
CHAMPIONSHIP MATCH' THE 
BHOTHERS OF KAPPA SIGMA. 
SAE'S GOOD LUCK ON FINALS' 
THE BIKINI CLAD WOMEN AWAIT 
YOU ON THE WILD FLORIDA 
 BEACHES  
SAE'S Spring quarter will be great 
Alpha Z's. Alpha Phis. 0 G s Ph, 
Mu's. Alpha Ch*. Chi-O's. Date 
Party. College Park, Memorial Day 4 
way.   and   top  it   oil   with  PADDY 
MURPHY on Msy 22  
Sanitary Dry Cleaning 
Service   available   at   JEANS—N— 
THINGS 
 531 Ridge SI  
SIGMA CHI new actives, neophytes ft 
pledges After the studying is over, 
the rewards wi be greet Good luck 
with those imais. then rest up. be- 
cause spring quarter is going to be 
WILO' Love to an. Eavna.  
Sigma Chi's Get psyched to end me 
Quarter with a Florida Bleat' Love, the 
DZa  
(SMUGGLERS) Whet the he! are wa 
gonna do tor  10 days? Be casual' 
The better haa  
SRC TRIATHALON IS COMINO 
SRC TRIATHALON IS COMING 
SATURDAY. MAY 1STH 
APRIL    7TH-PARTICIPANTS' 
 MEETING  
STARDUSTERS—CONGRATULA 
TIONS ON GOING ACTIVE1 LOVE. 
THE BROTHERS  
Stork, Good Luck on finals. PM A 
Have fun in FLA II miss you Y L I 
Love, TERADACTYL WOMAN 
Sue Schuttz. Carol McMahon ft Caro- 
lyn Ees We didn't get it together tree 
quarter but get psyched lor a big 
family dinner when we get back' 
Good luck on trials' I love you al' 
Gamma Ph. Love. Lon  
Szabe: Thanks lor escorting me to 
the tormal I hope you had a greet 
time despite our sleeping arrange- 
ments   Love. MB   PS   Thanks lor 
breakfast in bed  
TAMMY, WE JUST WANTED TO LET 
YOU KNOW WHAT A SUPER 
FRIEND YOU'VE BEEN TO US 
WE'RE SURE GOING TO MISS YOU 
NEXT QUARTER-BUT YOU WILL 
NEVER BE FORGOTTEN. THE 
THREE MUSKATEERS WILL NEVER 
BE SPLIT UP> LOVE. NANCY AND 
KIM  
Ten without the sun' Ws have Im- 
proved our booths with UVA bulbs tor 
a deeper tan. Hsk Unamited 143 w 
Wooster 353-3281  
The Alpha Phis would Hie to wash 
everyone good luck on finale snd 
have a super soring break  
The Brothers ol "PI KAPPA PHI" wish 
the students ol BGSU the best ot luck 
on the* Unset.  
THE GREEK WEEK SPAGHETTI DIN- 
NER-MARCH 13TH AT ST. 
THOMAS MORE FROM 4-6 DONT 
MISS mi  
The Phi Mu's ccuUn't think of s better 
way to end the quarter then a tee with 
the Phi Dolt's and Ihe PI Kappa! See 
ya tonight1 Love, The f*ni Mu's 
The Phi Mu's wish everyone me 
BEST of kick on finest! Gel peycead 
for a Greet Spring Quarter'  
The roadtnp to me Beg F.w. waa 
great!!' When's Ihe ne»t ono?7lt , 
TIMERS AND DECK OFFICIALS 
THANK YOU FOR ALL YOUR HELP 
DURING    THE    MAC    SWIMMING 
CHAMPIONSHIPS'  
To al Ihe Delta Gemmae 
Good kick on finale and see you next 
cjuarssrl Love. The Mac Psc.  
To BGSU Hockey Teem: Congretule- 
tions on e line season ft good luck 
In Detroit! Beg Mac. Oordle 0., Andy 
S Bssgls: You're super guye a you 
have made my liret 2 years hare 
vary unique. I'm gonna miss ysl 
Love. Oordle Howe. 
To my BLUE HANDS ROOMIES on 
1st Street. We made It through an- 
other quarter' Only one to go (lor 
some ol us)' Lynn-hope you can 
handle 30 hours next qtr Chn— 
maybe he I SPRING FOR THE RING 
spr.no break!! Remember—SHIT 
HAPPENS' Lori. the stool fixer. 
TO    THE    HOCKEY    PLAYERS  
CONGRATULATIONS ON LAST 
WEEKEND'S WIN. AND GOOD LUCK 
THIS WEEKEND  GO FOR IT' THE 
802 qua ;  
T-SHIRTS 
T-SHIRTS 
T-SHIRTS 
Low cost-Fsst delivery 
 Call Tim 153-7011  
Wash lor Less' 
Al the Wash House. 
 250 N Mam  
ZBT S-CONGRATUIATIONS ON 
YOUR B DIVISION BASKETBALL 
CHAMPIONSHIP AND YOUR 2ND 
PLACE FOR ALL FRATERNITY BAS- 
KETBALL" WE'RE PROUD OF YOU' 
YOUR  BROTHERS  FROM  ALPHA 
RHO. UCLA!  
AVAILABLE JUNE I5TH 
FURN  1 BORM APT 
914 E WOOSTER PH  352-7033 
M RMTE  TO SHARE APT 
SPR QTR 
352-3086 
M RMTE  NEEDED 
CLOSE S110/MO  352-3821 
IF NO ANSWER. KEEP TRYING 
WANTED:  t  F.  RMTE.  FOR  SPR. 
QTR. 
RENT   NEGOTIABLE.   CkOSE   TO 
CAMPUS. 
 HM111  
WANTED 
M   RMTE   SPR   QTR 
ONLY S80/MO PLUS UTIL 
CALL MIKE OR TOM 352-2946 
1 RMTE   NEEDED FOR SPR  QTR 
EXCELLENT LOCATION. REDUCED 
RENT PLUS 1 /5 UTIL   352-2839 
NEED    1    F    RMTE    SPR    QTR 
S100/MO      NEGOTIABLE'     CALL 
352-2707 OR 
OR 352-7365.  
RMTE  NEEDED SPR QTR 
720 MANVILLE, HOUSE 352-2486 
CONTACT JIMMETZOER 
DESPERATELY NEEDED M RMTE 
FOR SPR OWN BORM 
CALL 352 2068 NOW 
F   RMTE   FOR SPR   QTR   OWN 
BORM . 1 /2 BLK  FROM CAMPUS 
ONLY S90/MO   CALL JONI   352 
1689  
HELP! 1 F rmte needed apt qtr 
S90-mo    plus  electnc    Cal  Alicia 
Kim. Val  362-0846  
1 M rmte needed lor Spr OJr . 
across from campus, cheap1 Cal Dan 
352-1093 
ATTENTION    I  F   RMTE   NEEDED 
NOW   ONLY S98 75/MO   PLEASE 
CALL JAMIE   352 8995  
DESPERATE-NEED F. RMTE. 
SPR. OTR BEHIND SAM B'S. 
 CALL 352-222S  
F. RMTE NEEDED FOR SPR. OTR 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS ONLY »335 
 CALL 352-7101 
F. student needed lo 1 house near 
campus Leases we scoept reasona- 
ble renl otter Ph 352-7365 
M. rmte needed Spr Qtr. Fum . AC. 
S95/mo Graduating CM 354-1884 
M. RMTE. NEEDED FOR SPfL OTR 
112 BLK. FROM CAMPUS. FURN.. 
CLEAN, NEW. SI OS/MO. CALL 353 
4505. 
Wanted: 1 F rmte wtr ft spr qtrs 
Brand new turn apt. 1 bet from 
campus  Csl evenings   Lease 352- 
2443  
Wanted I M to share apt spr qtr 
Beat otter., garage, a c 702 4m St 
Apt C Cal Tim 354-1409 
1 F rmte needed Close lo campus 
$137 SO/person plus electricity Cal 
354-1923. n no answer leave mee- 
sage at 372-2031 
I OR 2 MALE RMTES 
NEEDED SPR OTR 
 TIM OR STEVE  353-7011 
DESPERATE' M   rmte. needed tor 
Spr. Qtr /1982   Exceeent local  Cat 
362-9300 lor detals 
F. rmte. needed tor Spr. at Uitlear- 
etty VWege. (RENT VERY NEGOTIA- 
BLE) Cell 352-9105.  
WANTED: M. RMTE. FOR SPR. OTR. 
OWN BDRM , 1100/MO. PLUS UTIL 
HI 7TH ST. APT. 13. 352-74M 
Desperately   need   1   F.   rmte    lor 
spr./summer qtrs. Own room in spa- 
clous hoeue Csl 352-6965  
1 M RMTE NEEDED IMMEDIATELY 
1 BLK FROM CAMPUS 
S1O0VMO   PLUS UTIL   CALL 352- 
8411  
M rmte NEEDED apr qtr 148 1/2 
S Summit. Your OWN ROOM! Dee 
parole! 352-4933  
M rmte needed for apr qtr Bull' 
Apia. S330.'qtr Color TV. AC. Fum 
352-4479.  
M RMTE HOUSE ON MAM ST 
S150/MO INCLUDES Own room. 
phone. uM ft cable 352-4088 
F rmte apr. qtr CLOSE to campus. 
Low rant, but rant very negotiable 
Csl Deb  352-3971 
HELP WAMTEO 
CASHIER/COUNTER 
HIRING NOW 
COMPUTER SEARCH 
JOB CENTERS: 
Poe 4 Prospect 
 Sift FEE  
GENERAL HELP 
Part or  lue-time    Hiring   now   Cal 
COMPUTER SEARCH JOB CENTER 
354-3605   Poe ft Proapect    $35 
FEE  
Lawn Cars Co   a tooking lor good. 
reesbte people   Cal tor more into 
352-2095 between 5 p.m.- 7 p.m. 
only 
roe SALE 
For Sals 1977 Firebird Formula. 4 
bU 350. Glacier Blue w/ Bak* Letter 
Trim New shocks, area, mint condi- 
tion     352-5716    or     1-419-784- 
5623  
Second annual antique show and 
sale. Bowling Green Efcs Lodge. 
CampbM HB Road, Bowing Green 
March 13, noon to 8 p.m : March 14, 
noon to 6 p m Furniture gsnawsre. 
jewelry, primitives, collectibles 
$1 25 sdmlasion ($1 with Ihla ed| 
SF/OsMend: Aetna ticket 
$125ibesl otter   Cal Blanton 
352-1480  even'823-3271   week 
 ends  
Raaaaac OotJmus 6 B spkrs 3-way. 
Pheips Dome lerrofknd tweeter, twin 
mid-range. 10" woofer. Can eaten to 
mam on 30 w c stereo Orfg cost 
$120  sach-MAKE   OFFER—372- 
1362  
1973 Blue Camera 350 engine 
$800 or best otter Cal 372-1166 
For Sale 1973 Plymouth Duster. 6 
Cyl. 3 SP 89.000 mass. 23 mpg 
rune great, body good, some rust, 
newsnowBros $700 352-8149 
MOVING. MUST SELL    73 TORINO 
NEW TRANS . W PUMP ft 
FlADIATOR, PS GOOD TIRES 362- 
 7800  
FOR SALE: 1970 GMC 3/4 TON 
PICK-UP MAKE OFFER 
 .CALL 362-6281  
FOR SALE: 20 OALLON AQUARIUM. 
FULLY EQUIPPED WITH STAND. 
CALL PAN AT SeMoSa. 
1977 TOYOTA CEUCA 
$3100 364-1700 AFTER 8 PM 
roaaaKT 
Apartments and Houses 
Fall ft Summer Rentals 
Near Campus 352-736S  
APIS . FURN . SUMMER ft FALL 
UTIL INCLUDED 2 BLKS WEST OF 
ADMIN BLDG  352-7756 
Apt   lor sublease Wtr   ft Spr   Qtrs 
Brand new furnished   1 bdrm   1 bit 
from   campus    Cal   evenings    362- 
2443  
Campus Manor Now Renting for sum- 
mer Special summer rates AC 352- 
9302 or 3S2--7365 evenevjs  
Fum. ft unfurn apts aval 3rd ft 4m 
Sis Summer special rates $400 
Also leasing lor 1982-83 school 
year 3524380. 10 30 • 2 30 Sun 
- Thura 
tmmed. Occupancy 1 bdrm apt. 
$220/mo Walking distance Irom 
campus ft downtown   352-4377 or 
686-7958  
NOW LEASING 1982-1983 School 
year Boggs Real Estate 303 1/2 S 
Mam 352-9457 or 352 3841 
NEW FURNISHED APARTMENT 
lo sublet lor sprng anoVor summer 
ONLY $250 per month-2 bdrm.. 2 
bam 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
CALL TODAY FOR MORE INFO 
, 362-8526  
THURSTIN APTS AIR COND . 
FULLY CARPETED. CABLE VISION. 
EFFICIENCY. LAUNDRY FACIU- 
TIES NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER 
ft FALL 451 THURSTIN AVE 352 
5435 
Two bdrm. trailer w washer dryer. 5 
mees Irom B.G   $200 plus utrkties 
CH 1-833-6671 altar 7 pm   Mon 
Thura 
Room   One bat   from campus, apr. 
$115 mo   plus unifies   244 N   Enter- 
r-iee 364-1544  
APT. FOR SUBLS. SUMMER QTRS. 
2 BORM. FURN. NEAR CAMPUS 
CALL 384-1271  
Apt lo sublease spr. qtr. for 2-S 
people I250fmo. total plus mil Gas 
heel snd stove. 353-1145.  
ROCK LEDGE MANOR  Large, lum 
2 bdrm   luxury apis   2 ful bathe, 
dtohweaher. AC. cable vision   extra 
closet a storage space, laundry face- 
Has, and alorage cages Al uM rum. 
except elec Now loosing lor summer 
ft Ian 850 Sixth SI at S Coeege 
BOGGS REAL ESTATE 
303 1/2 S MAIN ST 
352-9457. 352-3841 
OFFICE HOURS   11-3 
1 BORM APT FOR RENT 
SPR. QTR FURN 
 CALL 352-7846  
For summer. Near campus. 521 E. 
Marry 2 bdrm furnished apts $400 
tor entire summer Cal John Newlove 
Real   Estate    352-6553   Of   352- 
6489  
124 SIXTH ST. APTS. 2 bdrm. fully 
him. AC  Now leasing tor summer 
end tell. Cell 3»-494» stler 4 p.m. 
ACROSS FROM CAMPUS 
NICE ROOM FOR F. STUDENT 
SPR QTR 362-2151 
1 bdrm apt. unfurn —you pay utj 
One yr. lease Deposit required 
SIBO/mo. Cal John et 352-2764. 
2 bdrm turn apt lor FM 1982 Cal 
352-2663 706 Seventh SI 
si N. Baltimore, upper 2 bdrm. apt. 
Incajd. stove, rafrlg. plus AC. Aval. 
4/5/82   Cal Jim Wyner in N   Beltl- 
more. 267-3341  
1 bedroom apartment 
tor 1982-83 schootyear 
 Cal 1-267-3341  
$100/1*0.. SWIMMING POOL IN- 
CLUDED WINTHROP TERRACE- 
NORTH. FOR F. RMTE. SPR OTR 
1 F. 
la Can $$14743. 
FOR FALL: 2 bdrm turn apta 831 
7«h St Tenant pays only electricity 9 
mo lease Cal John Newlove Reel 
Eslete !52-«553. 
USED CAM: 
now is Ihs time 
